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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a communication-free control strategy at the offshore wind farm (OWF)
level to enhance onshore fault ride-through (FRT) grid code compliance of the voltage source converter
(VSC)-based multi-terminal high voltage direct current (MT-HVDC) grid. In this proposal, the emerging
virtual synchronous generator (VSG) concept is employed to equip the Type 4 wind turbine generator
(WTG)s with inherent grid forming ability. Accordingly, it is proposed to switch the offshore HVDC
converters control mode from grid forming to grid feeding during onshore FRT period to realize direct wind
power in-feed reduction as a function of the severity of MT-HVDC grid’s overvoltage. The related dynamics
are mainly characterized by the high-speed current control loop, so improved OWF response is achieved
during onshore FRT period as conventional voltage/frequency modulation strategies are not employed. New
analysis/amendments are also proposed to study and improve the transient active power reduction sharing
between the WTGs in first few power cycles under wind wake effect. Finally, with the objective of a smooth
transfer of HVDC converters and WTGs in several proposed operation states, a set of state machines are
proposed considering wholeWTG’s dynamics. Comprehensive time-domain simulations are performed with
averaged electromagnetic transient models to demonstrate the improved onshore FRT behavior in terms of
minimizing the electrical stress at both MT-HVDC grid and OWF levels.

INDEX TERMS Fault-ride-through, multi-terminal HVDC grid, offshore wind farm, power reduction
method, type 4 WTG, virtual synchronous generator.

NOMENCLATURE
ACC AC Collection
APL Active Power Limiter
DSOGI Dual Second Order Generalized Integrator
EMF Electro-Magnetic Force
EMT Electro-Magnetic Transient
EPRP Energy Per Rated Power
FD-PSACR Frequency-Dependent-Positive Sequence

Active Current Reduction
FRT Fault Ride Through
GC Grid Code
GSC Grid Side Converter
HVDC High Voltage Direct Current
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking
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MSC Machine Side Converter
MT Multi-Terminal
NF Notch Filter
OF-HVDCC OFfshore HVDC Converter
ON-HVDCC ONshore HVDC Converter
OWF Offshore Wind Farm
PF Power Flow
PI Proportional Integral
PLC Power Loop Control
PLL Phase-Locked Loop
PMSG Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
PR Proportional Resonance
RFO Rotor Flux Oriented
RoCoF Rate of Change of Frequency
RPLC Reactive Power Loop Control
SRF Synchronous Reference Frame
VCO Voltage Controlled Oscillator
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VD-PSACR Voltage-Dependent Positive Sequence
Active Current Reduction

VSC Voltage Source Converter
VSG Virtual Synchronous Generator
WTG Wind Turbine Generator

I. INTRODUCTION
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
VSC-based MT-HVDC grids integrating the OWFs must
meet FRT GC requirements mainly by onshore grid volt-
age support through extra reactive current injection [1].
However, FRT compliance is challenging due to DC decou-
pling between onshore and offshore networks. Moreover, sig-
nificant power imbalance occurs between the reduced active
power exported by ON-HVDCCs and the wind power in-feed
by OF-HVDCCs which will be stored as an electrical field in
the respective capacitors of VSCs and HVDC lines. Accord-
ingly, transient direct over-voltage might appear due to the
limited stored EPRP of VSCs that might cause equipment
failure/aging in turn [2].

B. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are several strategies to confine the direct over-
voltages below the 0.2 pu. The first solution is to pro-
vide both shunt and series onshore network connection
paths for ON-HVDCC and hence ensure entire wind
power delivery or to install dissipative/storage external cir-
cuitries [1], [3]–[5]. These solutions are costly but effective,
as they usually do not impact the OWF’s operating status.
The second economic and elaborate solution provides control
frameworks at the OWF level to reduce the wind power
in-feed effectively [6]– [11]. This can be done by sending
active power reduction orders to individual WTGs through
a dedicated fast communication channel [10], [12], [13] with
reliability concerns. Nevertheless, a suitable supplementary
control loop should be implemented in this regard to mod-
ulate the WTGs active power reference as a function of
the communicated signal. Wind power in-feed reduction can
also be done by emulating the fault conditions inside the
OWF via the appropriate exercise of OF-HVDCC (e.g., fre-
quency or voltage modulation) with careful tuning [14] that
relies on local measurements and controllers. Fast frequency
increase is applied in the frequency modulation approach to
trigger WTGs dynamic frequency response. However, slow
dynamics are envisioned as for frequency measurement delay
and limited admissible RoCoF [14]–[17]. In this scheme,
a supplementary control loop as a function of OWF’s fre-
quency and its derivative is added to the WTGs control
software. It is to modulate the WTGs active power reference
as a function of OWF’s frequency by providing inertial and
primary frequency response. On the other hand, undesired
controlled voltage reduction is performed in the voltage mod-
ulation strategy to exploit the FRT capability of the modern
WTGs [6], [7], [12], [14], [16], [18]–[20]. In more details,
during voltage dips, WTGs should assign the converters cur-
rent capacity allocation priority to the reactive current for grid

voltage support and grid code following. Accordingly, there
will be reduced room for active current delivery; therefore,
WTGs active power will be reduced inevitably. However,
the challenge of high amplitude short-circuit currents, with
possibly a DC component, exists in Type-3 based OWFs with
the amendments proposed in [6], [16] that might hinder the
effective fast power curtailment.

The described control strategies are done indirectly as
the OF-HVDCC requests the individual WTGs to reduce
their injected wind power rather than reducing the active
power directly by itself, Fig. 1. It is since the voltage of the
OWF’s ACC network is formed by the OF-HVDCC in volt-
age/frequency control mode and theWTGs GSC are operated
as grid feeding converters in active/reactive power control
mode, i.e., conventional PLL units are utilized to achieve
grid synchronism that has no grid forming capability. Accord-
ingly, upon switching the OF-HVDCC’s control mode to a
grid feeding converter in active/reactive power control mode
to execute direct wind power in-feed reduction, the OWF
ACC network might be unstable due to the absence of a grid
former unit.

FIGURE 1. Flowchart of the proposed direct wind power in-feed
curtailment versus pervious OWF voltage and frequency modulation and
communication based onshore FRT control strategies.

C. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper proposes a novel, fast, communication-less, and
OWF friendly coordinated control framework at the OWF
level to reduce the wind power-infeed directly, Fig. 1. In this
sense, it is proposed to control the WTGs GSC as VSGs with
inherent grid forming ability as the first contribution. Accord-
ingly, the OF-HVDCC’s operation mode can be changed
from grid forming to grid feeding during direct overvoltage
transient period to execute direct and hence very fast wind
power in-feed reduction. Effective grid forming ability of
the VSGs ensures acceptable voltage magnitude as well as
RoCoF limited frequency rise in the ACC networks voltages
during the transient period.

The burden of wind power-infeed reduction will be shared
between the individualWTGs in the limited few power cycles
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TABLE 1. Comparison of different FRT control schemes.

of fault period. In this period, the load sharing characteristics
are dominated by the pre-fault operating point under the wind
wake effect and adopted virtual admittances. In this sense,
poor transient load sharing is found according to the devel-
oped equations/model. Two proposals, including a suitable
virtual admittance tuning method and an APL, are also intro-
duced to improve load sharing characteristics as the second
contribution.

The proposed control framework implies several operation
states starting from fault inception up to the end of the post-
fault course considering the proposed control modules for
the OF-HVDCC and individual WTGs. In this regard, a set
of state machines comprised of suitable switching logics are
proposed as the third contribution to coordinate the process
of state switching in a seamless fashion and reduce the
transient period. Complete WTG dynamics are considered
which were neglected in previous studies. Proposed FRT con-
trol strategy is compared to previous FRT control strategies
in Table I.

II. POWER SYSTEM UNDER STUDY
A generic three-terminal and symmetric monopolar
(±200 kV) MT-HVDC grid comprised of time-averaged
EMT models, Fig. 2, is considered as the test grid that has
the most severe envisioned onshore FRT condition. Onshore
network (A0 in Fig. 2) is modeled using an ideal AC source
behind the Thévenin impedance. The HVDCCs are designed
according to German GC requirements and the related EPRPs
are considered to be 45 kJ/MVA [10]. The HVDC cables are
modeled by lumped pi models with the parameters of [21]
and the associated lengths of Fig. 2. To obtain realistic results

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of a generic three-terminal MT-HVDC grid
interconnecting OWFs and onshore ac network.

and study the impacts of wind wake effects on the proposed
FRT control strategy, detailed model of a (15× 5 MW) OWF
is simulated, Fig. 3 [22]. The associated ACC network is
comprised of lumped pi-modeled MV and HV cables as well
as step-up transformers divided into three strings (N2 = 3)
with 5 Type 4 WTGs (N1 = 5) per string. Entire OWF
parameters/models and cable lengths, except the WTGs and
OF-HVDCC, are referred to [22].
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FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of the test 75 MW OWF connected to
central VSC-based OF-HVDCC.

III. MODELING AND CONTROL OF
ON-HVDCC AND OF-HVDCCS
A. ON-HVDCC
The ON-HVDCC aims to transfer the captured OWFs
wind energy to the onshore AC network and satisfy grid
code requirements [23]–[25]. The employed cascaded con-
trol scheme and its governing state machine are depicted
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. It includes a dual SRF
current vector control scheme, that is synchronized to positive
sequence ac network voltage (uabc+) using DSOGI filters,
to generate ON-HVDCC’s switching functions (sj, j = a,
b, c) [5]. Zero sequence components will be absent as for the
Yg/1 connection of the ON-HVDCC transformer.

1) BASIC CONTROL TASKS IN THE POSITIVE SEQUENCE
The ON-HVDCC is operated under the S1 operation state
of Fig. 5 initially. The basic converter control tasks in this
state include pole-to-pole direct voltage (vdc) and AC voltage
amplitude regulation using i∗d+ and i∗q+ specification with
current (i) priority given to the i∗d+. In the whole paper, the+,
−, 0, d , and q subscripts denote positive sequence, negative
sequence, last measured, direct axis, and quadrant axis value
of the related variable. Also, the superscript (∗) refers to the
reference of the related variable.

The operation state will be switched to the S2 with
the current priority given to the i∗q+ once the positive
sequence terminal voltage (ud+) is lower than uther2d+ threshold
(ud+ < uther2d+ ) but i∗d+ > 0 condition still holds.
Upon state switching, the AC voltage regulator will be

frozen to avoid integrators excursion (EN1 = 0). The
i∗q+ is specified by the i∗q+ = i∗q0+ + kiq+u(ud+ − uther2d+ )

relation under balanced onshore FRT conditions (min(i∗q+) =
−1.08 pu and kiq+u = 2) for GC-based network voltage
support. Hence, a considerable reduction of i∗d+ is expected
that is undesirable. Also, the output of the PI-based direct
voltage controller, which embeds suitable anti-wind-up pro-
tection, will be dynamically limited to maximum allowable
i∗d+ specified by the VSC current modulus limiter. Once
ud+ > uther2d+ , the operation state will be returned to S1.
Nevertheless, if i∗d+ ≈ 0 while operating in the S2,

the operation state will be switched to the S3 that embeds
identical control modules. It is except the post-FRT maneu-
vers that the operation state will be switched to ramp up
state (S4) rather than direct return to S1. The ramp up state
projects to come up with a smooth pre-defined id+ recovery
slope (RpostFRTslope) in pu/s that has a certain impact on the
transient stability of the onshore power system andmagnitude
and duration of the post-fault direct overvoltage [26].

Finally, the operation state will be returned to the S1 once
the vdc reaches the vicinity of the related pre-fault reference.
The steady-state i∗d+ will be determined by the total wind
energy captured by OWFs that is likely to be unchanged
compared to pre-FRT condition for high RpostFRTslope slopes
that imply a short transient period.

2) BASIC CONTROL TASKS IN THE NEGATIVE SEQUENCE
In this research, the i∗dq− are determined as (1) to remove
the DSF oscillations within the 3φ transmitted active power
and hence the stress on the direct voltage (as well as related
protection units) will be minimized during unbalanced FRT
conditions.[

i∗d−
i∗q−

]
= −

[
ud+ uq+
−uq+ ud+

]−1 [ ud− uq−
uq− −ud−

] [
i∗d+
i∗q+

]
(1)

3) EMPLOYED VSC CURRENT MODULUS
LIMITATION SCHEME
A VSC current modulus limitation scheme is adopted to
employ full safe current capacity of the VSCs under both
normal and transient conditions. It is to reach maximum
FRT active power delivery [5] while considering the adopted
philosophy for i∗dq− determination, employed dual SRF vector
control strategy, and sinus-based Park transformations. The
core idea is a predefined step-wise reduction of the initial
i∗dq+ components according to their priority until preserving
semiconductor safety. The VSC tracks last specified pre-fault
i∗dq+− values before calculation of new i∗dq+− values to ensure
successful operation.

B. OF-HVDCC
The OF-HVDCC is responsible for injecting the OWF energy
to the HVDC link by behaving as a slack AC voltage
source with constant voltage amplitude, phase angle, and
frequency for the ACC network. This grid forming act is
done by employing the control scheme shown in Fig. 6 in
which the frequency reference unit provides frequency and
angle information required for Park/Clark transformations.
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FIGURE 4. Implemented cascaded control structure at the ON-HVDCC comprised of the data processor, positive sequence PLL, dual SRF control
scheme, employed VSCs current modulus limiter, and outer current reference calculator units.

FIGURE 5. Employed state machine to coordinate the operation of the
ON-HVDCC between normal, mild FRT, severe FRT, and ramp up states
during FRT period (uther1

d+ = 0.9 pu, uther2
d+ = 1.1 pu,

ε1 = 0.005 pu) [14], [20].

Accordingly, suitable VSC inner EMF voltage eabc is gen-
erated by processing the regulation error of OF-HVDCC’s
terminal voltage (udq). The enabling status of the control
modules in each operation state is clear from the proposed

state machine of Fig. 8 which is designed to avoid integrator
states excursion of controllers.

1) PROPOSED FRT CONTROL STRATEGY AND THE
GOVERNING STATE MACHINE
The proposed control strategy for direct wind power-infeed
reduction can be described by the control scheme of Fig. 6 and
the related proposed governing state machine of Fig. 8.
Once the direct voltage at the VSCs bus (vdc in Fig. 6) exceeds
the predefined threshold of vtherdc , the operation state will be
switched to wind power-infeed reduction (S2) state. In this
state, the OF-HVDCC is operated as a grid feeding converter,
i.e., a backup PLL provides the required frequency and angle
information required for Park/Clark transformations rather
than the frequency reference unit. Besides, the d-axis (active)
converter current reference (i∗d ) is reduced from the last value
recorded in S1 state (id0 ) as a function of measured direct
voltage (vdc) and is tracked by an activated inner vector
current control unit:

i∗d = id0 − kpc(vdc − vtherdc ) (2)

The kpc is designed to null the whole transmitted active
current at the technical limit of vmax

dc = 1.2 p.u., hence kpc =
1/(vmax

dc − v
ther
dc ). However, extra reliability can be envisioned

by selecting a relatively lower vmax
dc of 1.18 pu. Thanks to
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FIGURE 6. Implemented control structure at the OF-HVDCC and proposed control strategy for direct wind power-infeed reduction
(ωb = 2π × 50 rad/s, u∗d = 1 pu.u∗q = 0 pu, 1θrpll = θr − θPLL, 1frpll = fr − fPLL, v ther

dc = 1.05 pu, 1f max = 0.25/50 pu, 1f max
r = 0.1/50 pu).

the high bandwidth of the current control loop, a rapid wind
power-infeed reduction and hence confined direct voltage
rise are expected. Meanwhile, an AC voltage controller is
activated to regulate the d-axis ACC network’s voltage at
OF-HVDCC terminal to unity by specifying suitable q-axis
converter current reference (i∗q) as (3). However, the related
q-axis voltage component will be effectively zero due to the
action of the enabled PLL.

i∗q = iq0 +
(
kpvd +

kivd
s

)
·
(
ud − u∗d

)
(3)

The ACC network’s voltages will be effectively formed by
the VSG-controlled WTGs in S2 and S3 states. Accordingly,
voltage amplitude of ACC network’s buses will effectively
remain within an acceptable range and the related frequency
rise will have a limited RoCoF due to the emulated inertia.
The operation state will be switched to the OWF recovery
state (S3) if these conditions are met:
• The direct voltage falls below the vtherdc , i.e. the onshore
fault is cleared.

• The actual three-phase voltage at the OF-HVDCC ter-
minal is not sufficiently overlapped with the related
reference specified by the frequency reference unit of
Fig. 6 which will be activated again in the S1 operation
state.

The overlap condition states that the frequency, phase
angle, sequence, and amplitude of the OF-HVDCC’s terminal
voltage (uabc in Fig, 6) should be close enough to those

FIGURE 7. Illustration of the proposed overlap conditions for a smooth
transfer between S3 and S1 operation states: (a) overlap conditions are
not met and (b) overlap conditions are met (solid lines: voltage reference
in the S1 operation mode, dashed lines: measured voltage in
S3 operation state).

specified by the frequency reference unit, that resembles
synchronization process, to attain a seamless state transfer,
Fig. 7.

The resynchronization process will be started by specify-
ing the i∗d through a frequency controller as (4) to recover the
OWF’s frequency, measured by PLL (fLL), to the reference
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value specified by the frequency reference unit (fr ). However,
the related i∗d is bounded between [id0, 0] for smooth system
recovery purpose.

i∗d = id0 +
(
kpf +

kif
s

)
(fr − fLL) (4)

Once, the frequency recovers to an acceptable limit,
an outer angle recovery controller will be activated to record
the instantaneous difference between the θr (related to fre-
quency reference unit) and θPLL (related to the PLL unit of
the activated grid feeding mode) as1θrPLL0 = θr − θLL . The
recorded 1θrPLL0 will be subtracted from the instantaneous
θr and hence the predefined angle recovery criterion will be
satisfied immediately. Note that, the voltage amplitude recov-
ery is already ensured by the AC voltage control loop which is
active in S2 and S3 states. Ultimately, the operation state will
be returned to S1 in a seamless fashion once all the overlap
conditions are met. Nevertheless, for seamless transition pur-
pose, the integrator states of each module are appropriately
initialized, Fig. 6, with the information recorded regarding the
related variables from the last operating state and considering
the proportional part of the controllers and feedforward terms.

IV. MODELING AND CONTROL OF TYPE-4 WTGs
A. SYNCHRONIZATION POWER CONTROL CONCEPT
The SPC is a digital emulation of the simplified electrical and
electromechanical characteristics of a synchronous generator,
Fig. 9. It includes five critical units, namely PLC, RPLC,
VCO, virtual admittance, current controller, and current mod-
ulus limiter [27]–[29].

The PLC unit generates a suitable differential virtual fre-
quency (1ωs) by processing the regulation error between
the reference and measured active power

(
P∗g − Pg

)
and

regulates the VSC’s active power. Accordingly, the differ-
ential angle between the virtual back-EMF and grid voltage
(E and vg) will ensure grid synchronization. The basic swing
equation of (5) is employed to realize PLC with predefined
inertia constant (Hv) and damping coefficient (Dv):

P∗g − Pg = 2Hv
dωs
dt
+ Dv

(
ωs − ωg

)
(5)

where ωg denotes grid frequency at the point of voltage mea-
surement that ismeasured by a PLL to reflect the effect of SGs
damping winding effect accurately. Meanwhile, the differen-
tial magnitude of virtual back-EMF voltage (1E) is produced
by the PI-based RPLC through regulation of reactive power
setpoint (Q∗g):

1E =
(
Kpq +

Kiq
s

)(
Q∗g − Qg

)
(6)

Suitable feedforward terms including base grid frequency
(ωb) and voltage magnitude are included to obtain final E and
ωs values related to E. The VCO unit generates the E in the
three-phase stationary frame by the prepared data.

On the other hand, the derivative-free virtual admit-
tance (Xv) (comprised of virtual inductance (Lv) and virtual

FIGURE 8. Proposed state machine to coordinate the operation of the
OF-HVDCC between normal, wind power-infeed reduction, and OWF
recovery operation states (vmin

dc = 0.9 pu, ε2 = ε3 = ε4 = 0.005).

resistance (Rv)) is easily emulated by generating/tracking a
suitable reference for the current vector (i∗g) in the αβ domain.
Thanks to the high bandwidth of the PR regulator-based and
robust current control loop, that does not need accurate phase
angle information, the SPCs output electrical performance
will be dictated by the virtual admittance block.

The exchanged Pg and Qg can be easily changed simi-
lar to a synchronous generator by regulating the angle and
amplitude of the E under the sufficiently inductive external
grid. However, appropriate tuning for the control parameters
are necessary to emulate a typical synchronous generator
(Hv = 5, Xv = 0.2) with the desired damping ratio (ξv = 0.8)
and resist against electrical resonances (Rv = 0.05, Dv =
4Hvξvωn, ωn = sqrt (ωb/(2HvXv))) [30].

B. PROPOSED VSG-BASED CONTROL STRUCTURE
Typical structure of a 5 MW cylindrical pole PMSG-based
WTG is depicted in Fig. 9. It also includes the control mod-
ules for the MSC and the proposed control structure for
the GSC and blade pitching unit. In this proposal, the GSC
incorporates the SPC concept as the core controller and
ensures MPPT by adopting the optimum P∗g versus WTG
rotor speed (ωt ) curve: (P∗g − ω

3
t ). A supplementary droop-

based P∗g − ωg controller is also employed to reduce the
P∗g during OWF ACC network frequency rise according to
German GC (kPω = 20):

P∗g = ω
3
t
(
1− kPω

(
ωg − 1

))
(7)

Considering the reactive channel of the GSC, a droop
based Q∗g − Vg control scheme is implemented as (8) to
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FIGURE 9. Typical establishment of VSG-controlled PMSG-based WTG as well as proposed control modules for MSC,
GSC, and pitch unit (ωMelB = 2π × 34.3 rad/s, ωb = 2π × 50 rad/s, v∗dc = 1.21 pu, Pmin

g = 0 pu, Pmax
g = 1.08 pu).

support/stabilize the ACC network’s voltage in a coordinated
fashion and equip the WTGs with the sufficiency of islanded
operation/grid forming.

Q∗g = Qg,ref + kqv(Vg − V ∗g ) (8)

in which kqv, Vg, and Qg,ref represent the droop slope,
network’s voltage amplitude, and reactive power setpoint
respectively (here: Qg,ref = 0, kqv = 20, and V ∗g = 1).
The employed virtual inertia within the grid former SPCs is
enabled after a sudden system generation/load imbalance and
confines the RoCoF to enhance power system stability in the
first few seconds. Also, the embedded P∗g − ωg droop char-
acteristic stabilizes the ACC network’s frequency deviation
within a limited band by the provision of primary frequency
response.

On the other hand, the MSC stabilizes the intermediary
DC-link voltage (vdc) by utilizing the WTG’s kinetic energy
as the main enabling energy source. As the SPC features
a low-bandwidth PCL for inertia provision, vdc control by
the GSC is not feasible. So, vdc control is done through

specifying/tracking of an appropriate q-axis PMSG cur-
rent within the adopted RFO control framework, i∗qs =
−P∗s / (ωtλs). PMSG current/torque and active power limita-
tions are also catered while taking i∗ds = 0 to minimize copper
losses. Accordingly, stator voltage signals are generated by
the employed RFO control.

Finally, the total sum of two pitch compensation and
control modules determines the pitch angle value, Fig. 9.
In more details, the role of confining the ωt to its maximum
value is assigned to the pitch control loop. On the other
hand, limitation of the PMSG’s active power below the rated
maximum value is dedicated to the pitch compensation loop.
Nevertheless, the operation of the WTG below the rated wind
speeds implies zero steady-state blade angle value as for the
MPPT process.

C. PROPOSED STATE MACHINE FOR PRIMARY
FREQUENCY RESPONSE COORDINATION
The proposed state machine, Fig. 10, projects to coordinate
the operation of the WTG between S1, S2, and S3 operation
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FIGURE 10. Proposed state machine to coordinate the operation of the
individual WTGs between normal, primary frequency response provision,
and post-primary frequency response provision states (ε5 = 0.01).

states that are defined in Fig. 10. Once the ACC network
frequency (50×ωs) exceeds 50×ωs,max = 50.1 Hz, theWTG
will be switched to operate in the S1 state. This will be
occurred as a result of the proposed wind power-infeed cur-
tailment, through the control mechanism related to the oper-
ation of the OF-HVDCC in S2 state of Fig. 8, in response to
an onshore network AC fault. In S2 operation state of Fig. 10,
the WTG will decrease its output electric power according to
the droop characteristic of (7). However, ωt signal in (7) is
frozen toωt0, the last recorded value of theωt in S1, to ensure
accurate active power reduction. A dynamic limiter is also
activated to confine the P∗g to the available wind power (ω3

t )
while operating in S2 and hence avoid excessive speed drop
of the WTG. This instability might appear during the post-
fault period in which the OWF’s active power is ramped up by
the OF-HVDCCwhile the wind speed is decreased during the
long transient state implied by the low ramping rate specified
in S4 of Fig. 5 for the ON-HVDCC. In the S2 state, the WTG
will start to accelerate until the rated WTG rotor speed value
is reached due to the below MPPT value of Pg. Afterward,
the pitch angle control loop, Fig. 9, will effectively regulate
the ωt to its maximum value by pitching the WTG blades.
In other words, the WTG’s aerodynamic de-loading under
low and medium wind speed conditions is done by WTG
over-speeding as much as possible and then the pitching
action is utilized and hence reduced wear and tear will be
achieved in the WTG’s blades. Nevertheless, wind speed
decrease during a long transient state impacts the described
process with certain dynamics. However, under the over-rated
wind speeds (WTG’s constant power region) the pre-FRT
WTG’s speed is already regulated to its nominal value by the

pitch control loop. Accordingly, pitching action will be solely
employed for the aerodynamic de-loading purpose.

As soon as 50 × ωs < 50 × ωs,max condition holds,
the WTG’s operation state will be switched to the S3 state
given that (ωt − ωt0) > ε5. In this state, the ω∗t for the pitch
angle control loop is changed to ωt0 to aid smooth power
system recovery (EN2 = 1) and finally switch back to the
S1 state. It is noted that if (ωt − ωt0) ≤ ε5 condition holds at
the ACC network’s frequency recovery instant, the WTG’s
operation state will be directly switched to the S1 state:
(EN1 = EN0 = 0). This can mainly occur under wind speed
decrease condition during a prolonged transient state in which
the dynamic P∗g limiter already confines the Pg to ω3

t . Upon
switching to S1, the WTG starts to increase the generated
active power smoothly by the action of MPPT if the wind
speed is increased during the long transient period. However,
constant wind speed under a short transient period is the most
expected condition in which the WTG will generate its pre-
fault power finally.

V. TRANSIENT ACTIVE POWER REDUCTION
SHARING ANALYSIS
The reduced1Pcur . will be shared between theOWF’sWTGs
considering three time intervals including important first few
power cycles, transient state, and steady-state. Load sharing
characteristics are of high importance under the impacts of
the wind wake effect that is modeled by the widely adopted,
simple, and accurate Park’s multiple wake model [22].

A. FIRST FEW POWER CYCLES PERIOD
Regarding this time interval, the PLC and RPLC in Fig. 9 are
low-bandwidth controllers within the electromechanical time
scale. Accordingly, the angle (θs) and amplitude (E) of the
virtual back-EMF voltage (E) can be effectively considered
to be constant. However, the current control loops are usu-
ally fast enough for effective virtual admittance emulation.
Hence, the load sharing characteristics will be dominated by
ACC network’s impedances including virtual admittances,
LV/MV transformers, and internal cablings. Fig. 11 shows
the resultant equivalent circuit to study/estimate the initial
load sharing in fundamental frequency according to practical
data of [22] that are presented in WTG per-unit base (5 MW,
3 kV, and 50 Hz). From Fig. 11, it is obvious that the internal
cabling parameters are much less than other OWF’s actual
and virtual impedances and hence internal cabling can be
effectively neglected in the analyzes. Also, under the selected
Xv and Rv parameters the system is inductive enough to
realize effective P/Q decoupling. Moreover, this system has
relatively short (virtual/actual) transmission lines, i.e., a small
phase angle change can result in large active power change.
Thus, the power flow from each WTG to collection bus
in Fig. 11 (Pijcb) can be approximated and linearized as (9)
and (10) respectively:

Pijcb =
EijEcb

Xvij + XTij
sin
(
δij − δcb

)
(9)
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FIGURE 11. Proposed equivalent circuit to investigate the fundamental
frequency negative load sharing in the first few power cycles.

1Pijcb =
EijEcb

Xvij + XTij
cos

(
δij0 − δcb0

)
1
(
δij − δcb

)
+

Eij
Xvij + XTij

sin
(
δij0 − δcb0

)
1Ecb (10)

Also, i and j symbols are related to j-th WTG in i-th string
and other symbols are shown in Fig. 11. Regarding the
stated assumptions/findings, it is accurate enough to derive
1Pijcb/Pijcb0 ration from (9) and (10) as below:

1Pijcb
Pijcb0

= −
cos

(
δij0 − δcb0

)
sin
(
δij0 − δcb0

)1δcb (11)

Once the OWF’s active power is reduced by the
OF-HVDCC, certain positive phase angle jump (1δcb) will
be induced instantly to force the multi-VSG system to reduce
its injected power immediately. According to (11), upstream
WTGs will inject more active power and hence will have
higher δij0 values and lower cot

(
δij0 − δcb0

)
values compared

to downstreamWTGs. Accordingly, downstreamWTGs will
feature an undesirable higher absolute 1Pijcb/Pijcb0 ration
despite their lower initial wind power that characterizes poor
transient power-sharing.

1) PROPOSED METHODS TO IMPROVE TRANSIENT
NEGATIVE LOAD SHARING
It is proposed to tune WTGs Xvij values to attain uniform
identical load angle

(
δij0 − δcb0

)
for OWF’s WTGs. To do so,

pre-fault PF equations of the OWF’s ACC network should
be developed considering the slack bus role of OF-HVDCC
in Bo-C2 bus of Fig. 3, the proposed equivalent circuit
of Fig. 11, measured active power of individual WTGs at
Bus1 of Fig. 9, and the role of implemented Q∗g − Vg droop
controllers of (7). As the active/reactive powers of the indi-
vidual WTGs are measured at Bus1 of Fig. 9, the adopted Xvij

values will not impact the PF results. From PF results (Pgij0,
Qgij0, VBus1ij,0, δBus1ij,0), the δij0 and Eij0 of the WTGs virtual
back-EMF voltage can be computed from (12) and (13).

Pgij0 =
Eij0VBus1ij,0

Xvij
sin
(
δij0 − δBusij1,0

)
(12)

Qgij0 =
VBus1ij,0
Xvij

(
Eij0 − VBus1ij,0

)
(13)

To calculate suitable Xvij values, the Xvij value related to
the most upstream (base) WTG is taken to be Xv0 = 0.2 pu
at the first step. Accordingly, the related δij0 = δijbase0 can
be specified from (12) and hence

(
δij0 − δcb0

)
load angle can

be calculated considering PF results. Afterward, Xvij values
of downstreamWTGs can be calculated from (12) by consid-
ering uniform load angle of

(
δij0 − δcb0

)
=
(
δijbase0 − δcb0

)
.

As a result, certain positive Xvij values will be assigned to
downstream WTGs and uniform 1Pijcb/Pijcb0 ration will be
approximately attained for OWF’s WTGs.

The alternative remedy is to accept poor transient load
sharing, but avoid motor mode operation of downstream
WTGs under severe1Pcur . conditions while upstreamWTGs
are still in generator mode. In this regard, the APL proposed
by [27] is implemented that projects to limit the VSG’s
active power between its typical minimum and maximum
values (here: Pg,min = 0 pu and Pg,max = 1.08 pu). It is
done by introducing 1Plimiter and 1θlimiter, specified by two
parallel PI controllers, as feedforward terms to VSG’s active
power reference and virtual angle respectively, Fig. 9. kff =
Lv/Enom.Vnom. cos δnom where Enom., Vnom., and δnom repre-
sent nominal E amplitude, nominal vg amplitude, and nomi-
nal load angle respectively. Hence, the delivered active power
will be effectively between

[
Pg,min,Pg,max

]
limit thanks to

the action of1θlimiter in transient state and action of1Plimiter
in the steady-state.

B. TRANSIENT STATE
In this time interval, the PLC controllers of the WTGs will
share the negative load by OWF’s frequency regulation. Each
WTG projects to follow its predefined P∗g − ωg of (7) in
steady-state; however, the slow PLC dynamics introduces
certain dynamics beforehand. The PLC, RPLC, and filtering
parameters mainly specify the period of this time interval.
In this line, the downstream WTGs will experience the high-
est 1Pijcb/Pijcb0 ration until reaching the steady-state. One
approach to improve the poor transient load sharing is to
increase the PLC’s bandwidth and hence reduce the transient
period [31]. However, it still cannot impact the first few power
cycles and it contradicts with the essential inertia provision
function of the VSGs. Different frequency regulation charac-
teristics of the WTGs is due to their different operating point
under the wind wake effect and non-uniform load sharing
that causes different driving power

(
P∗g − Pg

)
in the swing

equation of (5). Hence, each VSG will experience slightly
different virtual speed during the transient interval. The effec-
tive employed remedy is to assign an arbitrary Hv to the most
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upstream WTG (here: Hv = 5) and calculate the related base
P∗g0/Hv ration considering that uniform 1Pijcb/Pijcb0 ration
for entireWTGs is already ensured using the proposed virtual
admittance tuningmethod. Accordingly, theHv values related
to the downstream WTGs should be tuned to ensure uniform
P∗g0/Hv ration for entire WTGs.

C. STEADY STATE
Finally,1Pcur . will be shared between OWF’sWTGs accord-
ing to P∗g − ωg of (7). This results in steady-state frequency
rise of (14) and finalWTGs power of (15) that exhibit uniform
1Pijcb/Pijcb0 ration for OWF’s WTGs.

1ωg =
1Pcur .

N2∑
i=1

N1∑
j=1

kpωijω3
t0ij

(14)

P∗gi = ω
3
t0i
(
1− kpωi1ωg

)
= ω3

t0i

×

1− kpωi
1Pcur .

N2∑
i=1

N1∑
j=1

kpωijω3
t0ij

 (15)

VI. TIME DOMAIN SIMULATION RESULTS,
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION,
AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the effective dynamic performance of the pro-
posed onshore FRT strategy and its influence on the OWF and
MT-HVDC grid levels, the test grid explained in Section II is
considered. This test grid is simulated using EMT models of
MATLAB/SIMULINK platform.

A. BALANCED FAULT
A 250 ms, 70% balanced voltage dip is introduced in
t = 0.1 s using the controllable voltage source of A0 as the
most severe FRT scenario. DC fault scenarios are out of the
study scope [32], [33]. The entire OWFs WTGs experience
over nominal wind speeds which are stated by the blue col-
ors in Fig. 3 to maximize the challenge of onshore FRT.
The key simulation results are presented in Fig. 12 in their
desired time ranges. The severity of the fault and conse-
quent fast positive sequence reactive current support by the
ON-HVDCC, Fig. 12.c, reduces the corresponding trans-
ported power to zero, Fig. 12.d. As a result, direct voltages
start to increase with a similar transient process in entire DC
buses due to short HVDC line lengths, Fig.12.e. Direct over-
voltages are intercepted by OF-HVDCCs and followed by a
fast power curtailment command as per (2) after a certain
delay in the order of milliseconds, Fig. 12.d and Fig 12.g.
Hence, the wind power in-feed by both OF-HVDCCs is
decreased to almost zero successfully within approximately
100 ms after fault inception. Thereupon, a new active power
balance is established inside theMT-HVDCgrid so that direct
over-voltages are effectively confined below the maximum
admissible value of 0.2 pu thanks to fast dynamics of direct
wind power in-feed curtailment.

As a result of fast power curtailment, the OWFs frequency
starts to accelerate gradually (Fig. 12.h). A limited RoCoF
roughly below 4 Hz/s is visible thanks to the virtual inertia
embedded in the individualWTGs PCL and employed control
parameters under the base case. Meanwhile, OWFs voltage
amplitude is maintained within acceptable limits, Fig. 12.f
and Fig.12.h, which verifies effective grid forming capabil-
ity of SPC controlled WTGs despite the impacts of OWFs
inductive elements. The curtailed power is stored as kinetic
energy in theWTGs rotating masses due to the power balance
imposed by each WTGs MSC, Fig. 12.i and Fig. 12.j. The
speed increase takes the limited value of 0.03 pu mainly due
to relatively large rotating masses and the action of the pitch
angle controllers, Fig.12.i.

After the onshore AC fault clearance, the operation state
of the ON-HVDCC is switched to the S1 in Fig. 5 and hence
the restoration process is started (the ramp-up process is
neglected to reduce simulation time). Accordingly, the related
direct voltage controller regulates the Bm-A1 bus’s direct
voltage to its pre-defined setpoint, Fig. 12.e. Finally, the
transmitted active power is reached to the related pre-fault
value and the Bm-A1 bus’s direct voltage is successfully sta-
bilized. Smooth power system restoration is obvious thanks
to the employed state machines that is beneficial for whole
system stability.

Regarding the Cm-C1 OF-HVDCC, the related operation
state is switched to the S3 in Fig. 8 in turn since the Bm-C1
bus’s direct voltage is reached below 1.05 pu, Fig. 12.e.
Considering Fig. 12. g, the OF-HVDCC’s active current
returns itself to the related pre-fault value and evolutes in
subsequent seconds under the influence of OWF’s recovery
process explained in Section III.B.1. After successful recov-
ery process of the OWF, the OF-HVDCC’s operation state is
switched from S3 to S1 in a seamless manner in t = 10.21 s,
Fig. 12. g.

B. UNBALANCED FAULT
A 250 ms, 80% phase a to ground voltage dip is intro-
duced in t = 0.1 s. Since there is still significant remain-
ing current capacity in the ON-HVDCC to transmit active
power, the appeared DSF ripple-free direct over-voltage phe-
nomenon (below the 1.11 pu) in Fig. 13.e is much less than
that’s related to the balanced fault scenario. As the switching
criterion defined for the OF-HVDCCs in Fig. 8 (to activate
the S2 operation state) is met, the act of direct wind power-
infeed reduction is performed similar to the case of a balanced
fault, Fig. 13.d and Fig.13.f. Less severe appeared direct over-
voltage, compared to the balanced fault scenario, implies that
the functionality of proposed onshore FRT control strategy is
beneficial to reduce electrical stresses onMT-HVDC network
installations rather than failure prevention.

C. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The onshore unbalanced FRT scenario of Section VI.B is
simulated again with two different sets of kPC (case A)
and Hv (case B) parameter values applied to distinct OWFs
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FIGURE 12. Time-domain simulation results for the proposed onshore FRT strategy during balanced fault.
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FIGURE 13. Simulation results for the proposed onshore FRT strategy during unbalanced fault.

FIGURE 14. Simulation results for the proposed onshore FRT strategy
under different values of Hv during onshore unbalanced fault (solid lines:
Hv = 5 for entire WTGs in both C1 and D1 OWFs, dashed lines: Hv = 8 for
entire WTGs in C1 OWF and Hv = 5 for entire WTGs in D1 OWF).

WTGs and OF-HVDCCs as stated in Fig. 15 and Fig. 14.
Possible applications are to adjust the wind power curtailment
share between OWFs and shape the influence of fast wind
power in-feed curtailment on OWFs in terms of RoCoF.

FIGURE 15. Simulation results for the proposed onshore FRT strategy
under different values of kpc during onshore unbalanced fault (solid
lines: kpc = 1/(0.13) for both C1 and D1 OWFs, dashed lines:
kpc = 1.5/(0.13) for C1 and OWF and kpc = 0.5/(0.18) for D1 and OWF.

Considering Fig. 14. a, it is found that the variation of Hv
does not influence the fast wind power in-feed curtailment
and related shares and hence the transient over-voltage is
still mitigated effectively, Fig.14. b. It is mainly since the
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FIGURE 16. Simulation results for the proposed onshore FRT strategy under wind wake effect. (a) Without any transient negative load sharing
improvement measure, (b-d) Employing the APL units, (e) employing the proposed virtual admittance tuning method (Xv = 0.2 pu for WTG5 in
all strings, Xv = 0.2811 pu for WTG4 in all strings, Xv = 0.2911 pu for WTG3 in all strings, Xv = 0.2923 pu for WTG2 in all strings, Xv = 0.2932 pu
for WTG1 in all strings).

power curtailment is performed by the OF-HVDCCs directly,
hence, the WTG dynamics hardly affects the dynamics of
power curtailment process under preserved OWF stability.
Moreover, Hv increase reduces OWFs RoCoF which
decreases the OWFs stress and prevents tripping of the anti-
islanding detection relays, Fig. 14. c. Nonetheless, very high
values of Hv might danger the main objective of MPPT by
reducing the bandwidth of the SPC’s PCL under normal
operation.

On the other hand, the burden of wind power in-feed
curtailment can be distributed among different OWFs by

appropriate selection of kPC values while still reducing the
wind power in-feed effectively by the entire OF-HVDCCs,
Fig. 15. a, and hence avoiding transient direct overvoltages,
Fig. 15. b. Nevertheless, it is clear from Fig. 15. c that the
increased kPC value (here in C1 OWF) implies deeper active
power curtailment and hence higher frequency increase in
terms of RoCoF.

D. IMPACTS OF THE WIND WAKE EFFECT
To investigate the impacts of the wind wake effect, the bal-
anced fault condition of Section VI.A is simulated again,
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however, the WTGs in both OWFs operate in MPPT region
following the wind speeds tabulated in green colors in Fig. 3.
The key results are summarized in Fig. 16. From Fig. 16. a,
the poor transient active power sharing is evident as upstream
WTGs (WTG5 in all strings of Fig. 3) experience the lowest∣∣1Pijcb/Pijcb0∣∣ ration of 0.815 while the most downstream
WTGs (WTG1 in all strings) experience

∣∣1Pijcb/Pijcb0∣∣ of
1.055. Hence, downstream WTGs enter in the motor region
due to the severe wind power-infeed curtailment while the
upstreamWTGs are still in generator region that is not accept-
able. In this regard, the APL described in Section V.A.1 is
implemented. From Fig. 16. b, it is evident that the action
of APLs by the transient increase of virtual back EMF’s
angle, Fig. 16. c, and active power reference, Fig.16. d, has
effectively prevented the motor mode operation of the down-
streamWTGs.Moreover, it is still evident from Fig. 16. b that∣∣1Pijcb/Pijcb0∣∣ ration is not still equal for all WTGs. Finally,
fast virtual angle change implies a very abrupt increase in
virtual back EMF’s frequency. Considering the grid forming
action ofWTGs, this will increase the burden on entire OWFs
PLL units to relock.

In this vein, the proposed virtual admittance tuning method
is applied and hence almost identical

∣∣1Pijcb/Pijcb0∣∣ ration
of 0.98 is achieved for entire WTGs without opting for addi-
tional APLs, Fig. 16. e. The assignment of larger virtual
admittances to downstream WTGs to attain almost identical
pre-fault

(
δij0 − δcb0

)
value is clear from Fig. 16’s caption.

Nevertheless, this method is OWF friendly in comparison to
APL based method as no fast virtual angle change will be
applied.

E. COMPARATIVE SIMULATIONS
Two available FD-PSACR and PSVD-PSACR based FRT
control strategies are also simulated to establish compara-
tive simulations [14], [20]. The key results are summarized
in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 under the balanced onshore fault
condition of Section VI.A. It is clear that the transient direct
over-voltage has successfully triggered the strategies in place
by a transient increase in the C1 OWF’s frequency reference
up to 52.5 Hz (Fig. 18.c) and a transient decrease of its voltage
amplitude down to 0.5 pu (Fig. 17.c). The magnitudes of the
controlled voltage drop and frequency increase are dependent
on the designed proportional constants of the FD-PSACR
and PSVD-PSACR loops. However, the applied voltage dips
might still violate the permissible FRT envelope of theWTGs
mainly when the slow recovery process is intended by opting
for S4 in Fig. 5. The rapid frequency excursion and controlled
voltage reduction are absent in the proposed FRT control
strategy (Fig. 12. h) which is a significant improvement.
The fast FRT positive sequence reactive current injection
of the WTGs are deactivated as it tries to attenuate the
intentionally applied voltage drop. Also, it might destabilize
HVDC connected OWF due to the absence of a physical
short circuit fault. This indicates an apparent interference
between the requirements for OWF physical balanced faults
and controlled OWF voltage drop. Hence, PSVD reactive

FIGURE 17. Simulation results for the voltage modulation based onshore
FRT strategy during balanced fault.

current support should be provided only for the voltage drops
deeper than themaximum envisioned controlled voltage drop.
Such interference does not exist when the proposed method is
employed as no controlled voltage reduction will be applied.

Upon excitation of the WTGs inertial and primary
responses, the exported wind power is quickly reduced as
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FIGURE 18. Simulation results for the frequency modulation based
onshore FRT strategy during balanced fault.

a result of the coordinated control rules implemented on
the WTGs GSC and the OF-HVDCC. As expected, the
frequency modulation approach has failed to confine direct
over-voltages to the value of 0.2 pu, Fig. 18. b, due to
the frequency measurements delays. The results shown are

already optimistic since the limited permissible RoCoF lim-
itation is disabled in the OF-HVDCCs control unit. On the
other hand, the voltage modulation approach has limited the
direct over-voltages to 0.2 pu thanks to the possibility of
easy voltage measurements and fast WTGs current control
loops, Fig. 17. b. Similar results are obtained regarding the
establishment of a new active power balance and the storage
of the imbalance power on the WTGs rotating masses.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this research, a new communication-free control strategy
was proposed in OWF level based on the well-tailored VSG
concept. It was to enhance the FRT grid code compliance
of the MT-HVDC grid connected to the onshore AC net-
work through fast and direct reduction of the injected wind
power by OF-HVDCCs. A set of state machines were also
proposed to coordinate the operation of the entire power sys-
tem including HVDC converters, individual Type-4 WTGs,
etc. in a smooth fashion. Furthermore, a virtual impedance
tuning method and an APL scheme were proposed to enhance
transient load sharing between OWFs WTGs.

Based on performed simulations, the successful dynamic
performance of the proposed FRT control strategy was shown
in terms of containing direct over-voltages below the techni-
cal limit under various onshore AC network (balanced and
unbalanced) FRT conditions and smooth post-fault power
system recovery. Also, minimized stress was imposed to
OWFs ACC network in terms of limited RoCoF and not
performing controlled voltage reduction and hence OWFs
tripping risk is minimized. In addition, it was concluded that
by appropriate selection of control parameters, the burden
of wind power in-feed curtailment can be distributed among
different OF-HVDCCs and the impacts on OWF levels can
be influenced. Finally, it was also observed that employing
proper virtual impedances (and APL scheme to a certain
extent) can substantially improve the load sharing between
OWFs WTGs.
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